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Worldmark Encyclopedia of the Nations, AfricaGale, 2007

	Situated in northwestern Africa along the Mediterranean Sea, Algeria is the second-largest country on the continent. Comparatively, it is slightly less than 3.5 times the size of Texas, with a total area of 2,381,740 sq km (919,595 sq mi). Extending about 2,400 km (1,500 mi) e–w and 2,100 km (1,300 mi) n–s, Algeria is bounded on...
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Business Analysis: Microsoft Excel 2010 (MrExcel Library)Que, 2010

	USE EXCEL 2010 TO GAIN DEEPER INSIGHTS, MAKE SMARTER DECISIONS, AND EARN MORE PROFITS


	 


	Using real-world examples, Carlberg helps you put Excel’s features and functions to work and get the power of quantitative analysis behind your management...
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Irish Imperial Networks: Migration, Social Communication and Exchange in Nineteenth-Century IndiaCambridge University Press, 2012

	This is an innovative study of the role of Ireland and the Irish in the British Empire which examines the intellectual, cultural and political interconnections between nineteenth-century British imperial, Irish and Indian history. Barry Crosbie argues that Ireland was a crucial sub-imperial centre for the British Empire in South Asia that...
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Heroes: David Bowie and Berlin (Reverb)Reaktion Books, 2014

	In 1976, David Bowie left Los Angeles and the success of his celebrated albums Diamond Dogs and Young Americans for Europe. The rocker settled in Berlin, where he would make his “Berlin Trilogy”â€•the albums Low, Heroes, and Lodger, which are now considered some of the most critically...
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The Best of Verity Stob: Highlights of Verity Stob's Famous Columns from .EXE, Dr. Dobb's Journal, and The RegisterApress, 2005

	Verity Stob is the comedienne of the programming world. She has been writing satirical chronicles of techie life since 1988. Her column first appeared in the legendary .EXE Magazine, then Dr. Dobbs' Journal, and it now graces The Register.


	For the first time, the very best of Stob's...
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Optimizing Firm Performance: Alignment of Operational Success Drivers on the Basis of Empirical Data (Schriften zum europäischen Management)Springer, 2013

	â€‹Academic research has identified several operational drivers in manufacturing companies that have an effect on either the physical production of goods or its distribution: working capital requirements, manufacturing performance, supply chain performance and supply chain risk. Despite the fact that these four operational drivers have...
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High-Impact Human Capital Strategy: Addressing the 12 Major Challenges Today's Organizations FaceAMACOM, 2015

	Traditionally, human resources has focused on recruiting good people, preparing them for assignments, motivating them to perform, and retaining them. These functions remain essential, but to be successful in turbulent times like ours, human capital strategy needs to be broader and much more far-reaching. High-Impact Human Capital Strategy...
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Encyclopedia of Communities of Practice in Information and Knowledge ManagementIdea Group Publishing, 2006
"This encyclopedia has a breadth and depth that makes it a valuable reference work for anyone." --Prof. Miles Nicholls, RMIT University, Australia 

       The Encyclopedia of Communities of Practice in Information and Knowledge Management is the leading reference source for dynamic and innovative research in the field of...
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Frommer's France 2010 (Frommer's Complete)Frommers, 2009
Frommer's France 2010

With Foldout Map

Beaune, the medieval capital of Burgundy, gets juiced up for the Les Trois Glorieuses wine festival in November. See chapter 13.

Foldout map, plus detailed maps throughout

	
    Exact prices, directions, opening hours,and other practical information
...
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The High-Velocity Edge: How Market Leaders Leverage Operational Excellence to Beat the CompetitionMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Generate Better, Faster Results— Using Less Capital and Fewer Resources!


	“[The High-Velocity Edge] contains ideas that form the basis for structured continuous learning and improvement in every aspect of our lives. While this book is tailored to business leaders, it should be read by high school seniors,...
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The Best Damn Windows Server 2003 Book PeriodSyngress Publishing, 2004
In keeping with past trends, full migration to this latest Microsoft Server Operating System will begin in earnest 12 months after its release, in mid-to-late 2004. This book hits the market just as large enterprises begin the process of moving from Windows 2000 Server to Windows Server 2003. The title says everything you need to know about this...
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Fixing and Flipping Real Estate: Strategies for the Post-Boom EraApress, 2012

	Let’s face it—fixing and flipping houses is sexy. Who doesn’t love the idea of buying a rundown, mold-infested shack and transforming it into someone’s dream home for massive profits? Reality TV shows make it look so easy. A little paint here, some new kitchen cabinets there, and presto! The house is sold for big bucks...
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